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I 1.0 Purpose and Scope 

Robatel TeChnOlOgies! is designing the RT-100 transport cask, containing radioactive waste in the 
form of dewatered resins and filters, to meet the requirements of 10CFR Part 71 (Ref. 3.1). The 
NRC requirements i ~ Reference 3.1 state that any package must be evaluated for the normal 
conditions of transport and for the hypothetical accident conditions. These evaluations for the cask 
body, cask lid, impac limiters, etc. have been carried out in References 3.3, 3.4, 3.15, 3.16 and 
3.17. The NRC req~irements in Section 71.43(c) of Reference 3.1 state that a package must 
include a containment system that can be securely closed through the use of a positive fastening 
device that cannot be opened unintentionally or by a pressure that may arise within the package. 
The RT-100 package is designed with two sets of closure bolts: 18 M36 hex head bolts at the 
secondary lid and 32 iM48 hex heads at the primary lid . These two sets of bolts are credited with 
maintaining positive t losure of the package under all accident conditions. The purpose of this 
calculation is to structurally qualify the fully-loaded RT-100 cask for the loadings associated with the 
normal condit ions df transport and the hypothetical accident conditions , as determined in 
References 3.3, 3.4, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17. 

2,0 Summary of Resl lts and Conclusions 

All structural bolts hJve a factor of safety of greater than 1.0 under the most adverse effects from 
the normal conditionS of transport and the hypothetical accident conditions. The minimum factor of 
safety is 1.29 for thei M36 bolts at the secondary lid. The minimum factor of safety is 1.03 for the 
M48 bolts at the primary lid. The results of the analysis show that the RT-100 cask can withstand 
the normal conditioris of transport and the hypothetical accident conditions while maintaining 
positive closure of th~ containment vessel. 

Therefore, the clos Ire bolts of the RT-100 transport cask are adequate for their design 
function. 
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3.0 References 

3.1 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1 OCFR Part 71 , "Packaging and Transportalion of 
Radioactive Material" 

3.2 Drawing 10288 · PE 1001-1 Sht. 1 & 2 Rev. E, "ROBATEL Transport Package RT100-
General Assy" 

3.3 ENERCON Calculation RTL-001-CALC-ST-0201 Rev. 1, "RT-100 Lifting Structural Evaluation" 
3.4 ENERCON CalCulation RTL-001-CALC-ST-0202 Rev. 0, "RT-100 Tie-Down Structural 

Evaluation" I 
3.5 NUREG/CR-6007, "Stress Analysis of Closure Bolts for Shipping Casks", 1992 
3.6 ASME B&PV Code, Section II , 2007 
3.7 ASME B&PV Cbde, Section III , 2007 
3.8 Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 7.6 Revision 1, "Design Criteria for the 

Structural Analysis of Shipping Cask Containment Vessels" 
3.9 EPRI "Good Bolting Practices", Volume 1, Large Bolt Manual, 1987 
3.10 Joseph Edward Shigley & Larry D. Mitchell, "Mechanical Engineering Design", 4th Edition 
3.11 Erik Oberg, et. ~ I., "Machinery's Handbook", 26th Edition 
3.12 ASME B1 . 13M-~005, "Metric Screw Threads: M Profile" 
3.13 NUREG/CR-01 ~8 , "Shock and Vibration Environments for a Large Shipping Container During 

Truck Transport (Part II )", 1978 
3.14 AISC, "Guide t6 Design Criteria for Bolted and Riveted Joints", 2nd Edition 
3.15 ENERCON Calculation RTL-001-CALC-ST-0403 Rev. 0, "RT-100 Pin Puncture Evaluation" 
3.16 ENERCON Calculation RTL-001-CALC-TH-0102 Rev. 1, "RT-100 Cask Maximum Normal 

Operating Pres~ure Calculation" 
3.17 ENERCON Ca culation RTL-001-CALC-ST-0401 Rev. 1, "RT100 Cask Impact Limiter Drop 

Evaluation" 
3.18 Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain, Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hili, New York, 1989. 
3.19 AISC Guide to pesign Criteria for Bolted and Riveted Joints, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 

STEEL CONSTRUCTION, 2nd Ed. 2001 . 
3.20 RT100 NM 1000 D - Ens emballage RT100 (Robatel RT100 Cask Bill of Materials), Rev. D 
3.21 Parker O-Ring ~andbook, 50th Anniversary Ed., ORD 5700, Copyright 2007, Parker Hannifin 

Corporation, Cleveland, OH 

4.0 Assumptions 

4.1 The weight of the cask for the analytical evaluation of the hypothetical accident is considered as 
the total weight of the cask and the maximum payload. The damage sustained by the cask and 
the impact limit~rs during the free drop evaluations does not result in any significant reduction in 
load, so no reduction is considered. This assumption is acceptable without further evaluation. 

4.2 It is assumed that the bolts are replaced after 75 round trips, for a total distance of 
approximately ,610,000 km (1,000,000 miles). This is consistent with standard operating 
practices and will be reflected in the cask operating manual. This assumption is acceptable 
without further evaluation. 

4.3 It is possible f) the center of gravity of the payload to shift ±1 0% of the interior dimensions of 
the cask containment (Ref. 3.5). This shift has no effect on the bolt loading conditions except 
for the end drop, corner drop and pin puncture load cases. The bolt load equations used in 
accordance with Reference 3.5 consider the payload weight as a pressure load distributed 
across the cask lid interior surface in order to maximize the combination of bolt tension and 
prying loads (sbe Section 4.6, Ref. 3.5) . This load application , along with the assumptions 
made in the dJrivation of the bolt loads, is very conservative (see Section 2.2, Ref. 3.5). In 
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addition, if the cal k-cavity radius is much larger than the cask wall thickness , the location of the 
applied load doeS not have a significant impact on the resulting average and prying loads (see 
Appendix III, Ret.l 3.5). This shift of the center of gravity will therefore have no significant impact 
on the results of it he analysis and the methodology of NUREG/CR-6007 (Ref. 3.5) is still valid 
and acceptable fGr use. This assumption is acceptable without further evaluation . 

There are no unverifibd assumptions in this calculation . Other design assumptions used, if any, will 
be noted and referent ed as needed in the body of the calculation . 

5.0 Design Inputs 

5.1 The total weigh of the fully assembled cask is 33,824kg (Ref. 3.2) . 
5.2 The maximum payload weight is 15,000 Ibs, or 6,803.9 kg (see Appendix 2). Conservatively, a 

value of 7,060kg will be used for the evaluation. 
5.3 The weight of the upper impact limiter is 2,541 kg (Ref. 3.2). 
5.4 The weight of t ~e primary lid is 3,648kg (Ref. 3.2). 
5.5 The weight of tlie secondary lid is 857kg (Ref. 3.2). 
5.6 The material prbperties used for the cask shell , the lead shielding and the lid bolts shall be as 

given in Table 1, unless noted otherwise. 
5.7 All allowable stresses for the cask shell and the lid bolts shall be as given in Table 2, unless 

noted otherwisJ . 
5.8 A value of 9.81 /m/s2 will be used for the gravitational acceleration . 
5.9 A value of 0.31 will be used for the Poisson's Ratio of all stainless steel in accordance with 

Table NF-2 of ~eference 3.6. 
5.10 Nut factors (k) for bolt preloads will be in accordance with Table G of Reference 3.9. For the 

non-lubricated c<j>ndition, the 0.30 mean value of as-received stainless steel fasteners will be 
used. For the lur cated condition, the 0.15 mean value of Fel-Pro N 5000 (paste) will be used. 

Table 1 - Material Properties 

Strength (MPa) 
Young's Coefficient 

Material 
Temp. Yield Ultimate Membrane Modulus of Thermal 

(0C) 
(S,) (S,) Allowable (GPa) Expansion 

(Sm) (10-6 m/m) 

-29 172.4 482.6 115.1 198.6 -
20 172.4 482.6 115.1 195.2 8.5 

X2CRN119.11 50 166.9 476.7 115.1 192.9 8.7 

(ASTM A240 100 145.7 451 .7 115.1 189.2 8.9 
Type 304L)" ) 150 132.1 421 .6 115.0 186.1 9.2 

200 121 .6 406.1 109.4 182.3 95 
250 114.4 397.9 102.7 179.2 9.7 

-29 896.3 1034.2 206.8 204.8 -

Europe 
20 896.3 1034.2 206.8 201.4 6.4 

Grade 10.9 50 879.8 1034.2 206.8 199.7 6.5 
(ASTM A354 100 817.8 1034.2 206.8 196.8 6.7 

Gr. 8D) 150 792.4 1034.2 206.8 193.7 6.9 
(Lid 80Its)") 

200 767.5 1034.2 206.8 191 .2 7.1 
250 736.5 1034.2 206.8 187.6 7.3 

Notes. 
1. Mate/rial properties are taken from ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part 0 (Ref. 3.6) by 

. I I t' Inter~o a Ion. 
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Table 2 - Allowable Stresses 
Material 

ASTM 
ASTM A240 

Type 
A354 

304L 
Gr. BD 

Yield Stress. Sy (MPa) 172.4 (1) 896.3 (1) 

Ultimate Stre~s. S, (MPa) 482.6 (1) 1034.2 (1) 

Design Inten~ ity Stress (Membrane), Sm (MPa) 115.1 (1) 201.4 (1) 

Membrane Stress (MPa) 11 5. 1 (2) 434.4 (4) 

Normal 
Membrane + Bending Stress (MPa) 172.7 (2) (3) 

Conditions 651.5 
Peak Stress (MPa) 345.3 (3) 1034.2 (4) 

Hypothetical Membrane Stress (MPa) 276.2 (4) 723.9 (4) 

Accident Membrane + Bendinq Stress (MPa) 414.4 (4) 1034.2 (4) 

Conditions Peak Stress (MPa) 965.2 (5) 2068.4 (5) 

Notes: 
1. Allowable stresses are taken from ASME B&PV Code, Section II , Part 0 (Ref. 3.6), by 

I 
interpolation (see able 1). 

2. Allowable stresses are established per Regulatory Guide 7.6 (Ref. 3.8). 
3. Allowable stresse~ are established per Regulatory Guide 7.6 (Ref. 3.8), Regulatory Position 4 

and ASME, Sectidn III , Division 3 (Ref. 3.7), WB-3200 criteria . The limit on this stress component 
is 3Sm. 

4. Regulatory Guide 7.6 does not provide criteria . ASME Section III, Appendix F (Ref. 3.7) has 
been used to esta lish these criteria. 

5. Regulatory GUidel7.6 (Ref. 3.8), Regulatory Position 7 and ASME Section III, Division 3, (Ref. 
3.7) WB-3221 .9 c iteria for limiting these stresses to 2S, at ten (10) cycles results in higher 
allowable stresses than 2S,. The limits for peak stresses are therefore conservatively set at 2S,. 

6.0 Methodology 

The RT-100 transpor cask will be a safety-related structure in accordance with 10CFR Part 71 (Ref. 
3.1). The cask cor sists of a stainless steel containment structure with a lead shielding panel 
between the inner and outer cask walls , a pair of ductile steel and foam impact limiters and two sets 
of stainless steel closure bolts at the primary and secondary closure lids (Ref. 3.2). The bolt 
loadings under the various normal and accident conditions are determined, where applicable, in 
accordance with the recommendation of NUREG/CR-6007 (Ref. 3.5). The loads determined in 
accordance with thIs methodology are very conservative. In addition, extremely conservative 
dynamic amplificatidn factors will be used for determination of the bolt loads under the accident drop 
load cases. Therefore, factors of safety only slightly above 1.0 are considered to have ample 
conservatism and are therefore acceptable. For additional information on the conservatism used in 
the various calculations, see the specific evaluations in the following section. 

7.0 Calculations 

NOTE: In many cases, calculations are made using exact values, not the rounded numbers shown. 
Therefore, in certai~ situations, the numbers displayed may not be capable of providing the final 
solution. Using exact numbers, however, provides the most accurate solution possible. 
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7.1 Closure Bolt Evalual'0n 

The RT-100 package is designed with two sets of closure bolts: 18 M36 hex head bolts at the secondary 
lid and 32 M48 hex head ~Olts at the primary lid . These two sets of bolts are credited with maintai ning 
positive closure of the package under all accident conditions. The purpose of this calculation is to 
structurally qualify these bolts for the loadings associated with the normal conditions of transport and the 
hypothetical accident con'ditions. 

7.1.1 Methodology I . 
Bolt loadings under the various normal and accident conditions are determined in accordance with the 
recommendations of NUREG/CR-6007. Stresses resulting from these loads are compared with the 
design criteria in Section 2. 1.2.2. 

7. 1.2 Loads I 
The following loads are evaluated in this section: 

• Internal pressure loads 

• Temperature loa s 

• Bolt preload 
• Impact loads 
• Puncture loads 
• External pressure loads 

• Gasket seating 11ad 

These loads are combiner per NUREG/CR-6007 in Section 7.1.3. 

7.1.2.1 Internal Pressure Loads 
Per NUREG/CR-6007 (Table 4.3), the forces and moments generated under the internal pressure load 
are a tensile load, Fap, a bhear load, Fsp, a fi xed edge closure force, Ffp, and a fixed edge closure 
moment, Mfp. These are\evaluated as follows for the primary and secondary lid bolts . 

7.1.2.1.1 Internal Pressure Loads for Primary Lid Closure Bolts 

The tensile force per bolt 6ue to internal pressure, Fap, is: . 

7t X D~. x (p,; - p,J 
F,p 

4 x Nb 
where, 

Dig = Outer Seal Diameter 
= 1835 mm (Ref. 3-2) 

Nb = Number of Bolts 
= 32 (Ref. 3.2) 

Pli = Internal Pressure 
= 35 psi = 241 .3 kN/m' use 250 kN/m' (Calc TH-102) 

Plo = External Pressure 
= o kN/m' (conservative) 

Thus, 

F = 7t X \. 835 ' x (250 - 0) = 
"P 4 x 32 20.7 kN/bolt 

The shear force per bolt due to internal pressure, Fsp, is: 
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Fsp 
1[ X E, X t, x (P,; - p,J x O;b 

2 x Nb X E, x t, x (1- N",) 
where, 

EI = Primary Lid Material Elastic Modulus, 
(SA 240 TYPE 304/304L per Table 2) 

= 195.2 GPa at 20° C (Table 1) 
Dlb = Primary Lid Bolt Circle Diameter 

= 1920 mm (Ref. 3.2) 
Nul = Primary Lid Material Poisson's Ratio, 

(SA 240 TYPE 304/304L per Table 2) 
= 0.31 (Table 1) 

Ec = Cask Material Elastic Modulus, 
(SA 240 TYPE 304/304L per Table 2) 

= 195.2 GPa at 20° C (Table 1) 
tl = Primary Lid Thickness 

= 210 mm (Ref. 3.2) 
tc = Cask Wall Thickness 

= 55mm (neglecting lead) (Ref. 3.2) 

The remaining terms are as previously defined. However, this expression for shear force does not apply 
to the RT-100 cask desigr because the maximum gap between the lid and cask body Oust 4 mm =1741 
- 1737 per Ref. 3.2, Detail 1) is less than the minimum gap between the bolt clearance holes and bolt 
shank (5.5 mm = 52.5- 17 per Ref. 3.2 and Machinery's Handbook). Thus, the RT-100 primary lid bolts 
will not be subjected to any shear loads. Therefore, 

F" = 0.0 kN/bolt. 

The fixed edge closure f",rce, F,P' and moment, M'D' are : 

F _ O'b X (P,; - P,,) 
rp - 4 

and, 

M _ (p,; - P,,) x D ~b 
rp - 32 

1.920 x (250-0) 
- - -'----'- =120.0 kN/m 

4 

(250 - 0) X 1.920 ' 
28.8 kN-m/m. 

32 

7.1.2.1.2 Internal Press re Load for Secondary Lid Closure Bolts 
The secondary lid closur~ bolt forces and moments are determined using the same methodology and 
equations as shown for t e primary lid bolts (Section 7.1.2.1.1) except that the secondary lid features are 
used. 

The tensile force per bolt due to internal pressure, F", is: 
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Pu = Internal Pressure 
= 35 psi = 241.3 kN/m2 use 250 kN/m2 (Calc TH-102) 

Pro = External Pressure 
= o kN/m2 (conservative) 

Thus, 

Fas = 
1txO.7902 x{250-0) 

4x18 

= 6.8 kNlbolt 

The maximum gap between the lid and cask body Oust 4 mm =748 - 744 per Ref. 3.2, Detail 2) is less 
than the minimum gap between the bolt clearance holes and bolt shank (5.5 mm = 40.5- 35 per Ref. 3.2 
and Machinery's Handbook). Thus, as with the primary lid (Section 7.1.2.1.1), the shear force per bolt due 
to internal pressure, F ss, is: 

Fss = 0.0 kN/bolt. 

The fixed edge closure force, Ffs , and moment, Mfs , are: 

E - Dlb X{P.i -P.J 
fs - 4 

and, 

where, 
= Secondary Lid Bolt Diameter 
= 926 mm (Ref. 3.2) 

All other terms are previously defined. Thus, 

F 
Dlb x (P1i - PIo ) 0.926 x (250 - O) 

Co = = =57.9 kN/m 
.5 4 4 

and, 

M 
(Pli -Plo}xD~b {250-0}xO.9262 

f: = = =6.7 kN-m/m. 
s 32 32 

7.1.2.2 Temperature Loads 
Temperature differentials and/or differences in the thermal-expansion coefficients of the joint components 
induce bolt loads. These forces are evaluated Per NUREG/CR-6007 (Table 4.4). 

7.1.2.2.1 Temperature Loads for Primary Lid Closure Bolts 
The tensile force per bolt due to temperature. F aip. is: 

where. 
Db = Nominal Bolt diameter 

= 48mm (Ref 3.2) 
Eb = Bolt Material Elastic Modulus. 

(SA 354 Grade BD per Table 2) 
= 201.4 GPa at 20° C (Table 1) 
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(XI = Prima~ Lid Material Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
= 9.2x10 m/mrC (Table 1) 

(Xb = Bolt Material Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
= 6.4 x 1 06 m/mrC (Table 1) 

TI = Maximum Primary Lid Temperature 
under NCT conditions 

= 71°C (conservatively use 150 °C) (Table 3.1-2) 
Tb = Minimum Bolt Temperature 

under NCT conditions 
= -40°C (10 CFR 71.71) 

Fatp = 0.25X1t X 0.0482 x201.4x106 X (9.2 x 10-6 xI50-6.4xI0-6 x-40) 
= 596.2 kNlbolt 

Shear force per bolt due to temperature. Fstp • is considered zero because the clamped components (the 
primary lid and the cask forged ring) have essentially the same temperature. 

7.1.2.2.2 Temperature Loads for Secondary Lid Closure Bolts 
The secondary lid closure bolt forces determined using the same methodology and equations as shown 
for the primary lid bolts (Section 7.1.2.2.1) with the secondary lid geometry. material properties and 
temperatures. Since the primary and secondary lids are constructed of the same materials and 
experience essentially the same temperatures. only the bolt diameter in the previous equation must be 
changed. The secondary bolt diameter is 36 mm. Thus. the tensile force per unit bolt due to temperature. 
Fsu. is: 

Fat! = 0.25 X 7t X 0.036 2 
X 201.4 X 106 

X (9.2 X 10-6 X 150 - 6.4 X 10-6 X -40) 

= 335.4 kN/bolt 

As with the primary lid. the shear force per bolt due to temperature. F sis. is considered zero because the 
clamped components (the primary and secondary lids) have essentially the same temperature. 

7.1.2.3 Bolt Preloads 
Tightening torques for the primary and secondary lid bolts are, respectively, 850 N-m +/-10 % and 350 +1-10 % per 
Ref 3.2. The method of analysis is described in NUREG/CR-6007, Table 4.1. 

7.1.2.3.1 Bolt Preload for Primary Lid Closure Bolts 
The primary lid bolt preload. Fpt. is determined as follows (NUREG/CR-6007, Table 4.1): 

where. 

T 
F 1=--

P KL xDb 

= 
= 

K = 
= 

T = 
= 

Nominal Bolt diameter 
48 mm (Ref 3.2) 
Nut Factor for empirical relation between 
applied torque and the achieved preload 
0.15 (lubricated) minimum (EPRI Good 
0.30 (dry) maximum Bolting Practices) 
Applied Torque 
850 N-m +/-10% (Ref 3.2) 
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To determine the maxim! m preload. Fp1m.,. for the primary lid bolts. the minimum nut factor. K. of 0.15 
(lubricated) and maximu I tightening torque of 940 N-m (conservatively bounds the 850 N-m+1 0% 
maximum): 

940 1 kN 
x 

KL x Db 
= 130.6 kN 

0.15xO.048 1000N 

The residual tors ion moment , Mr1 • is: 

M" =0.5xT",,, =0.5x940 
= 470 N-m 

The residual tensile bo lt fo rce, F ruh is 

Farl = F plmax = 130.6 kN 

7.1.2.3.2 Bolt Preload for Secondary Lid Closure Bolts 
The maximum secondary li ~ bolt preload, F psmax, is determined in a manner similar to the primary bolt lids (Sec tion 
7.1 .2.3.2). Thus, 

FpSIlI:lX 

T ma.I( 

KLxDb 
where. 

Db = Nominal Bolt diameter 
= 36mm (Ref 3.2) 

T = Applied Torque 
= 350 N-m +/-10% (Ref 3.2) 

Other terms are as previo1usIY defined. Using a nut factor. K. of 0.15 (lubricated) and a tightening torque 
of 390 N-m (conservative y bounding the 350 N-m+1 0% maximum) yields the maximum preload, Fp,m." 

for the secondary lid bolts: 

T 390 F - max = _::.:..:=----. 
1''''''' - KL X Db 0.15x 36 

= 72.2 kN 

The residual torsion morne t, Mrs, is: 

M~ = 0.5 X 1;"" = 0.5 X 390 
= 195.0 N-m 

The residual tensile bolt force, Fnrs. is: 

F nrs = F psmsx = 72.2 kN 
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7.1.2.4 Impact Loads I 
Maximum tension and shef'r loads in the closure bolts due to the regulatory impact drops are evaluated in 
accordance with NUREG/GR-6007. Using the NUREG terminology, the primary lid bolts are evaluated as 
closure bolts for an unprot~cted lid and the secondary bolts are evaluated as components of a protected 
lid. This means the primary bolt evaluation includes the impact or inertial forces of the entire cask and the 
secondary lid bolts are ev uated only for the forces due to the inertia of the secondary lid. 

7.1.2.4,1 Dynamic Load \"ctors 
Drop impact loadings are generally considered triangu lar or half sine loadings and NU REG/CR-3966 presents 
dynam ic load factor (DLF) c~arts for e ither pulse shape. For this analysis, we compare results and utili ze the loading 
with the higher DLF. I 
Dynamic load factors for triangular and half s ine loadings are shown in Figures 2.3 and Figure 2 .1 5 (NUREG/CR-
3966). This information is pTfsented as graphs where the DLF is the ordinate and the abscissa is 0 . This latter 
quanti ty , tJT. is the ratio of the impact duration, ~. and the natural period o rthe impacting object, T. 

For bolt closure analyses, the criod of the lids, T. is considered. T is determined from the lid lowest mode 
frequency . 

7.1.2.4.1 .1 Dynamic Load Factors for Primary Lid Closure Bolts 
To determ ine the primary lid frequency, the primary lid and secondary lid are considered a s ingle s imply-supported 
flat circular plate. Thus, (Roa 'k, Table 36, Case Ila): 

Resonant Frequency 0 Primary Lid (with secondary lid attached): 

where, 

Per 3.2, the primary lid 

f, = 4.99 ~ Dg, 
2n wr 4 

0 = Lid Flexural Rigidity 

= 
E, ti 

12(I -Nu ,' ) 
gc = conversion factor 

= 1000 kg-mm/s'-N 
w = weight per unit area 
r = lid bolt radius 

= D,,/2 
= 960mm 

eighs 3648 kg and the secondary lid weighs 857 kg . 

w 
{3648+ 857} 

1I·96cY 
= 0.001556 kg/mm' 

o may be determined f om previously defined values: 

o 195.2 x I0 3 ·2103 

\2(1 - OJ 1 , ) 
1.667x10" N-mm 

Thus, 
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The frequency of the primary lid (with attached secondary lid) is: 

= 1.667 x 10" ·1000 
0.7942· 

0.001556.9604 

= 282 Hz 

The period of the primary lid is equal to 11 fit or T = 11282 = 0.00354 s. Impact durations for the NCT and HAC 
impacts range from 0.012 s to 0.045 s (ST-0401). Thus, the smallest value of the ratio tJT is 3.389 and the largest is 
12.71. With these values, the maximum DLF was determined from Figures 2.3 and 2.15 (NUREG/CR-6007) to be 
less than 1.2. Thus, it is concluded that the DLF for the primary lid bolts may be conservatively bounded by a value 
of 1.2 for both NCT and HAC drops. 

7.1.2.4.1.2 Dynamic Load Factors for Secondary Lid Closure Bolts 
To determine the secondary lid frequency, the secondary lid is considered a simply-supported flat circular plate. 
Thus, (Roark, Table 36, Case Ila): 

Resonant Frequency of Secondary Lid: 

fl = O.7942~Dg, 
wr 4 

where, 
D = Lid Flexural Rigidity 

= 
E, t~ 

12(I-NuI
2

) 

gc = conversion factor 
= 1000 kg-mm/s2-N 

w = weight per unit area 
r = lid bolt radius 

= Dlb /2 
= 463mm 

Per 3.2, the secondary lid weighs 857 kg. Furthermore, 

EI = Secondary Lid Material Elastic Modulus, 
(SA 240 TYPE 304/304L per Table 2) 

= 195.2 GPa at 200 C (Table 1) 
Dlb = Secondary Lid Bolt Circle Diameter 

= 1920 mm {Ref. 3.2) 
Nul = Secondary Lid Material Poisson's Ratio, 

(SA 240 TYPE 304/304L per Table 2) 
= 0.31 (Table 1) 

~ = Secondary Lid Thickness 
= 110 mm (stainless steel only) {Ref. 3.2) 

Thus, 

857 
w = 

7r .4632 

= 0.001272 kg/mm2 

D may be determined from previously defined values: 
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0 
195.2 x 10 3 .110 3 

= 
12(1 - 0.3 I' ) 

= 2.395 x10'o N-mm 

The frequency of the secondary lid IS: 

f, = 0.7942· 

= 508 Hz 

2.395 x 1010 ·1000 

0.001272·463" 

The period of the second ry lid is equal to 1/ fI , or T = 1/508 = 0.00197 s. Impact durations for the NCT 
and HAC impacts range f(om 0.012 s to 0.045 s (ST-0401). Thus, the value of tdlT is 4.6 or more. With 
this value, the maximum Ij)LF can be determined from Figures 2.3 and 2.15 (NUREG/CR-6007) to be 
approaching unity. HoweJer, for consistency with the primary lid bolt analyses, the DLF for the secondary 
lid bolts will be conservatir elY set to 1.2 for both NCT and HAC drops. 

7.1.2.4.2 End Drop Load)S 

7.1 ,2.4.2,1 Primary Lid Bolts 
Impact loads in the prima(y lid bolts due to an end drop are determined using the formulas for evaluating 
bolt forces/moments generated by impact load applied to an unprotected closure in NUREG/CR-6007 
Table 4.5. An acceleratio I of 125 g is used in th is analysis (which bounds the 123 g maximum reported in 
Section 2.13.4.2). 

The non-prying tensil bolt force per primary lid bolt, F,., is: 

F,. = 1.34 xsin {x ;} x DLF xa i x {W L + WJ xg 

N b 
where, 

Xi = End Drop Impact Angle 
= 90· 

DLF = 1.15 (Section 7.1.2.4.1) 
ai = Maximum Impact Acceleration 

= 123 g (use 125 g) (ST-0401 ) 
WL = Closure Lid Weight 

= 3648 kg (use 3650 kg) (3.2) 
W, = Cask Payload Weight 

= 6804 kg (use 7000 kg) (3.2) 
Nb = Number of Bolts 

= 
Thus, 

32 (3 .2) 

F ID = 

1.34xsin(90.0)x 1.15x 125x (3650+ 7000)x 9.8 1 1 kN 
x---

32 1000N 
= 628.9 kN/bolt 

As discussed in Section 71.1.2.1.1, the RT-100 primary lid bolts will not be subjected to any shear loads. 
Thus, 

F,p = 0.0 kN/bolt. 
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The fi xed edge CIOS) e lid force , F
" 

is: 

F 
_ 1.34 x sin(x,) x DLF x a, x (WL + WJ x g , -

where, 
D'b = 

= 

rr x D'b 

Primary Lid Bolt Diameter 
1920 mm 

The remaining terms are as previously defined. Thus, 

(Ref. 3.2) 

Fr 
1.34xs in(90.0)x 1.15x 125x (3650+ 7000)x 9.81 I kN 

x---
1t x l.920 1000N 

= 3336.4 kN/m 

The fi xed edge closure lid moment, M
" 

is: 

M, 1.34xs in(Xi) x DLFx ai X(WL + WJ x g 

1t x 8 

All other terms are as reviously defined. Thus, 

M, 1.34xsin(90.0)x 1.l5x 125x (3650+ 7000)x 9.81 I kN 
x 

1t x 8 1000N 
= 800.7 kN-m/m 

The additional tensile bolt force per bolt, Ftp, caused by the prying action of the primary 
lid is (NUREG/CR-6007 Table 2.1): 

F = rr x D'b x -=D::.!,~o _- -=D::.!'2..,b ____ _____ _ 
( ) 

[ 

2 x M, - CI X(B - Fr)- C2X (B-P)] 

'P Nb C1 +C2 

where, 
P = Bolt Preload per unit Length of Bolt Circle 

= F Nb 
o x 
pima:'\; 0 

1t X Ib 

B = Non-prying Tensile Bolt Force 
= MAX(F" P) 

C1 = Force Constant 
= 1.0 

C2 = Second Force Constant 
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= 

X(Nb X~~ XEJ 
0 10 = Closure Lid Diameter at Outer Edge 

= 2016 mm (3.2) 
011 = Closure Lid Diameter at Inner Edge 

= 1730 mm (3.2) 
tlf = Closure Lid Flange Thickness 

= 120mm (3.2) 
Elf = Primary Lid Flange Material Elastic Modulus, 

(SA 240 TYPE 304/304L per Table 2) 
= 195.2 GPa at 20° C (Table 1) 

Lb = Bolt length between the top and bottom surfaces of the 
closure lid at the bolt circle 

= 67mm (3.2) 

Other terms are as previously defined. Thus, 

and 

C2 = 
( 

8 2 )x[EI x t: + (010 - OIJX Elf x t:f ] 
3 x (DID - Dlb ) 1-Nul Dlb 

X(NbX~~XEJ 
= 

(3 x (2.01:- \.920)2 ) 

x[195.2XI06 xO.2103 + (2.016-1.730)xI95.2xl06 X 0.1203
] 

1 - 0.31 1.920 

( 
0.067 ) 

x 32 X 0.0482 x 201.4 X 106 

P 

= 3.49 

= 
= 

130.6x 32 
1t x 1.920 

692.9 kN/m 

F = (xx 1.920) 
tp 32 

[ 

2x 800.7 -1 x (3336.4-3336.4)-3.49x (3336.4-692.9)] 
x 2.016-1.920 

1+3.49 
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= 313.7 kN/bolt 
I 

The total tension force; Fa, is 
i 

I 

The shear force, Fs , is O. 

Fa = Ft + Ftp 
= 628.9 + 313.7 
= 942.6 kN/bolt 
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The maximum bending moment generated by the applied loads, Mbb, is: 

7.1.2.4.2.2 Secondary Lid ~olts 
Impact loads in the secondary lid bolts due to an end drop are determined similarly as for the primary lid 
bolts in Section 7.1.2.4.2.1. 

The non-prying tensile bolt force per secondary lid bolt, Fls , is: 

F
ts 

= 1.34 x sin{xj}x DLF x a j x (WL + WcJx g 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

Nb 
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where. 
x, = End Drop Impact Ang le 

= 90' 
DLF = 1.15 (Section 7.1.2.4.2.2) 
a, = Maximum Impact Accelerat ion 

= 123 g (use 125 g) (ST-0401 ) 
WL = Closure Lid Weight 

= 857 kg (use 860 kg) (3.2) 
W", = Payload Weight borne by Secondary Lid 
Nb = Number of Bolts 

= 18 (3.2) 

Since the payload weight IS assumed to be evenly distributed across both the primary and secondary 
lids, the weight borne by the secondary lid can be obtained by multiplying the payload weight by the 
ratio of areas, i.e., 

Thus, 

=A , xW, =[D,)' xW, 
AI' D" 

= ( 1.000)' x 7000 
2.016 

=1722 kg 

1.34xsin(90.0) x 1.15x 125x (S60+ 1722)x 9.S 1 I kN 
= x-----

IS 1000N 
= 266.0 kN/bolt 

As discussed in Secti0n 7.1.2.1.1.2, the RT-1 00 secondary lid bolts wi ll not be subjected to any shear 
loads. Thus, 

F, = 0.0 kN/bolt 

The fixed edge closure lid force, F
" 

is: 

where, 

F, = 1.34 xs in(x;} x DLF x a , x (W L + W,, )x g 

1[ X Dib 

Dib = Secondary Lid Bolt Diameter 
926mm (Ref. 3.2) 

The remaining terms are as previously defined. Thus, 

c _1.34xsin(90.0) x I. 15x I25x(S60+ 1722) x 9.S 1 IkN 
rr- x-----

Jt x O.926 1000N 
= 1646.1 kN/m 

The fixed edge closure lid moment, M
" 

is: 

1.34 xsin(x,)xDLF xa i x (WL + WJxg 

1t x S 

where all terms are as previously defined. Thus, 
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1.34x sin(90.0)x 1.15x 125x (860+ 1722)x 9.8 1 l kN 
Mr x 

1tx8 1000N 
= 190.5 kN-m/m 

I The additional tensile bolt force per bolt, Ftp, caused by the prying action of the secondary 
lid is (NUREG/CR-60 7 Table 2.1): 

[ 1 [ ',M, -Ch(B-F,l- C2¥Pl] 
F,p 

1t x D'b D,o - D'b = X 
Nb C I +C2 

where, 
P = Bolt Preload per un it Length of Bolt Circle 

N 
= F x b 

plm3.'( 0 
1{ X Ib 

B = Non-prying Tensile Bolt Force 
= MAX(F" P) 

C2 = Force Constant 
= 1.0 

C2 = Second Force Constant 

(, 8 2)x [E~ x t : +(D,o -D,JxE,r x t :r ] 
~x(D'o -DIb) I N u' D'b 

= 

X ( N b X ~b~ x EJ 

D,o = Closure Lid Diameter at Outer Edge 
= 1000 mm (3.2) 

DJi = Closure Lid Diameter at I nner Edge 
= 745mm (3.2) 

til = Closure Lid Flange Thickness 
= 80mm (3.2) 

I E" = Secondary Lid Flange Material Elastic Modulus, 
(SA 240 TYPE 304/304L per Table 2) 

I = 195.2 GPa at 20' C (Table 1) 
Lb = Bolt length between the top and bottom surfaces of the 

closure lid at the bolt circle 
= 43mm (3.2) 

Other terms are as p eviously defined. Thus, 

(, 8 2) X [E, x t : + (D,o - DIi) x E,r x t:r ] 

C2 
~x(D'o -D'b ) I-N", D 'b 

= 

x (N b X ~~ x EJ 
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= 

(3 x (1.000
8
_ 0.926)' ) 

x [ 195.2 X 10' x 0.1 1 03 + (l.000 - 0.745) x 195 .2 x 10' x 0.0803
] 

I - 0.3 1 0.926 

( 
0.043 ) 

x 18 X 0.036' x 20 l.4 x 10' 

P 

= 1.80 

= 
18 

72 .2x---
1t x 0.926 

= 446.7 kN/m 

( 1t X~:26) 

[ 

2 x 190.5 ( ) ( )] -l.Ox 1646.1 -1 646. 1 -l.80x 1646. 1-446.7 
x l.000 - 0.926 

l.0 + l.80 

= 172.5 kN/bolt 

The total tension force, Fa, IS 

The shear force, F" is O. 

Fa = FI + Ftp 

= 266.0 + 172.5 
= 438.5 kN/bolt 

The maximum bend in!!l moment generated by the applied loads, Mbb , is (NUREG/CR-6007, Table 
2.2) : 

where, 

Kb 

= (~) x (20 l.4 X I O' ) x (0.0361) 
0.043 0.926 64 

= 4,247.8 kN 
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K1 = E, x t; 

3 x [(I - N ;,)+ (I - N ,,,)' X ( ~::r ] x D
" 

195.2 X 10' x O.IIO' = 
3 x [(1- 0.31 ' ) + (I - 0.31)' x (0.926) ' ] x 0.926 

1.000 

= 71,276.1 kN 
Thus, 

Mbb = ( n x D'b ) X ( Kb ) x Mf 
N, Kb+Kl 

= x x I .5 (IT x 0.926 ) ( 4,247.8 ) 90 
32 4,247.8 + 71,276.1 

= 1.0 kN-m 

7.1.2.4.3 Corner Drop EvaluatIOns 
The closure bolt evaluatio Is for the corner drop impact are conducted very similarly to the end drop 
analyses in Section 7.1.4.1. The cask body acceleration is changed and the impact angle, X" is set equal 
to 52.5" (corresponding to 37.5" angle between cask axis and vertical line) . Additionally, an acceleration 
of 120 g is used in this analysis (which bounds the 116 g maximum reported in Section 2.13.4.2). Results 
are summarized in Table 71 .2.4.3-1 . 

a e I, ••• -T bl 7 1 2 4 3 1 CI osure 0 oa s or m B It L d ~ 90 C orner-D rop 
Non-Prying Prying Bending 

Shear Force, BOLT/lOCATION Tensile Force, Ft Force, Ftp Moment, Mbb Fs (kN/bolt) (kN/bolt) (kN/m) (kN-m/bolt) 

M48x170 Bolts 
/Primary Lid 479.0 263.1 2.0 0.0 

M36x120 Bolts 

I /Secondary Lid 202.6 142.5 0.8 0.0 

7.1.2.4.4 Side Drop Evaluations 
As shown in Sections 7.1.2.1.1 and 7.1.1.2, the gap between the cask body and the primary and second 
lids are smaller than the gdp between the bolts and the bolt clearance holes. There-fore, no shear load 
are imparted to the bolts from the cask body. Since the side impact drop will primarily generate shear 
loads with respect to the bGlts, the primary and secondary closure lid bolts will not see any significant 
loading from the side impabt drop and are acceptable with respect to the end and corner impact drop. 

7.1.2.5 Puncture loads 

7.1.2.5.1 End Puncture 
Puncture loads in the primary and secondary closure lid bolts due to a puncture are determined using the 
formulas for evaluating bol ' forces/moments in NUREG/CR-6007 Table 4.7. 
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I 
7.1.2.5.1.1 Primary Lid j Olts 

The non-prying lensile bo t force per primary lid bolt. FlO. is: 

where, 
Xi 

Pun 
Nb 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

sin (x;) x P" 

End Drop Impact Angle 
90· 
MIN(Punl, Pun') 
Number of Bolts 
32 
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The term. pun. is the maxi um impact force that can be generated by the puncture pin during a normal 
impact. It is the smaller a : 

As shown in Sections 7.1.2.2.1.1 and 7.1.2.2.1.1, the design of the primary and secondary lids prevents 
shear loads being applied a the bolts. Thus. 

F,p = O. 
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II is noted that the equatibn given for F,p in NUREG/CR6007 also shows F,p = o. 
I 

The fixed edge closure lid force. F,. is: 

The remaining terms are as previously defined. Thus. 

F, = 

= 

sin(90) x9 139.7 

'It x 1.920 
9. 139.7 kN/m 

The fi xed edge closure lid moment. M,. is: 

M, = 

Thus. 

M, = 

= 

sin(xj ) x Pun 
4 x 'It 

sin(90) x 9139.7 
4 x 'lt 

727.3 kN-m/m 

The additional tensile bolt force per bolt. Ftp. caused by the prying action of the primary 
lid is (NUREG/CR-6007 T ble 2. 1): 

F = 'It X Orb x _O--"o""-- _O--""-b __________ _ 
( ) 

[ 

2 x Mr -CI x{S- Fr )- C2 x {S- P)] 

Ip Nb C I + C2 

Bolt Preload per unit Length of Bolt Circle 
692.9 kN/m (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.1) 
Non-prying Tensile Bolt Force 
MAX(F,. P) 
Force Constant 
1.0 
Second Force Constant 

( 
8 2 ) x [ E,xt~+{O,o-O,JxE,rx t ~r ] 

3x (O'o-O'b) I- Nil' O'b 
= 

x ( N b x ~b; x EJ 
= 3.49 (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.1) 

Closure Lid Diameter at Outer Edge 
= 2016 mm (3.2) 
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The shear force, F" is O. 
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D" = Closure Lid Diameter at Inner Edge 
= 1730 mm (3.2) 

tlf = Closure Lid Flange Thickness 
= 120 mm (3.2) 

Elf = Primary Lid Flange Material Elastic Modulus. 
(SA 240 TYPE 304L per Table 2) 

= 195.2 GPa at 20° C (Table 1) 
Lb = Bolt length between the top and bottom surfaces of the 

closure lid at the bolt circle 
= 67mm (3.2) 

sly defined. Thus. 

is 

(n x ~:20) 

F,p = [ "727.3 
x 2.016-\.920 

= 515.6 kN/bolt 

F. = F, + F", 
= 285.6 + 515.6 
= 801 .2 kN/bolt 

1, (1515.2 -1515.2)- 3.49 ' (1515.2 - 6929)1 

1+ 3.49 

The maximum bending m0ment generated by the applied loads, Mbb, is: 

=(n XD'b) X( Kb )XMf 
Nb Kb+KI 

where, 

Kb 

=4.155kN (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.1) 

= E, x t; 

3X[(I-N;,)+(I- N",), X( ~:: ) 2 ] X Dib 
K1 

= 235.0 kN (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.1) 
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Thus, 

Mbb = ( n x D'b ) X ( Kb ) x Mf 
N b Kb + K I 

=(n xI.920) X( 4. 155 )X727.3 
32 4.155 + 235.0 

= 2.4 kN-m 

7.1.2.5.1.2 Secondary L') Bolts 

The non-prying tensile bol force per secondary lid bolt, F", is: 

= 
sin(xJx Pun 

P" was evaluated in Secti n 7.1.2.5.1.1: 
Pon = 9, 139.7 kN 

As shown in Figure 7.2, th primary and secondary lids act log ether under the pin puncture load. 

Therefore, the secondary I'd will only see a portion of the impact load from the pin, so Pon will be reduced 
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1t , 
V, = - xO.926- xO.110 

4 
= 0.067 m3 

V, = ~ x I.9202 x O. 1 60 
4 

= 0.463 m3 

. V 
P" = Pun x-' 

V, 

P" = 9139.7 x 0.067 
0.463 

= 1328.7 kN 

and 

F" 
sin(90)x 1328.7 

= 
18 

= 73.8 kN/bolt. 

As shown in Sections 7.1 2.2.1 .1 and 7.1.2.2.1 .1. the design of the primary and secondary lids prevents 
shear loads being applie to the bolts . Thus, 

F" = O. 

It is noted that the equation given for F" In NUREG/CR6007 also shows F" = o. 
I 

The fixed edge closu re Ii force, Fr, is: 

Fr = 
sin(x;} x Pot" 

where, 
D'b = Primary Lid Bolt Circle Diameter 

= 926 mm (Ref. 3.2) 

The remaining terms are as previously defined. Thus, 

Fr = 
sin(90)x 1328.7 

1t xO.926 
= 456.7 kN/m 

The fixed edge closure lid moment, Mr, is: 

Thus, 

Mr = 

Mr = 

= 

sin(x;} x Pu, 

4 x1t 

sin(90)x 1328.7 

4x 1t 
105.7 kN-m/m 
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The additional tensile bJlt force per bolt. Flo caused by the prying action of the secondary 
lid is (NUREG/CR-6007 Table 2.1): 

F, - ( n ~~ 1b J x -0-"'o<---0.!"-'b- -
C
-

1
-+-

C
-

2
-----

[ 

2 x M r C I x (B - Fr ) - C2 x (B - P)] 

where. 
P = Bolt Preload per unit Length of Bolt Circle 

= 446.7 kN/m (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.2) 
B = Non-prying Tensile Bolt Force 

= MAX(F" P) 
C1 = Force Constant 

= 1.0 
C2 = Second Force Constant 

( 
8 , J x [ E , x l i + (0 '0 -O,; ) xE" x t ir ] 

3 x (O'o -O'b) I-N", O'b 
= 

x ( NbX ~~XEJ 
= 1.BO (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.2) 

0'0 = Closure Lid Diameter at Outer Edge 
= 1000 mm (3.2) 

Dii = Closure Lid Diameter at I nner Edge 
= 745mm (3.2) 

tlf = Closure Lid Flange Thickness 
= BOmm (3.2) 

Elf = Secondary Lid Flange Material Elastic Modulus, 
(SA 240 TYPE 304L per Table 2) 

= 195.2 GPa at 20· C (Table 1) 
Lb = Bolt length between the top and bottom surfaces of the 

closure lid at Ihe bolt circle 
= 43mm (3.2) 

Other terms are as previously defined. Thus, 

The total tension force, F., is 

(nx ~:26 ) 

= [ 2 x 105.7 -I X(456.7-456.7) - 1.80X(456.7-446.7)] 
x 1.000 - 0.745 

1+1.80 

= 163.9 kN/bolt 

F. = F, + F,p 
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The maximum bending r oment generated by the applied loads, Mbb , is: 

=(7t XDlb )X( Kb )XMf 
Nb Kb + KI 

where, 

Kb 

= 2.39 kN (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.2) 

K1 = E, x t; 

3 x [(I - N;,)+ (I - N ",)' X ( ~:: J 2] X D'b 

= 71 .3kN (as shown in Section 7.1.2.4.2.2) 

Thus, 

7.1.2.5.2 Side Puncture 
In Section 7.1.2.1 .1, the gap between the cask body and the primary lid IS shown to be smaller than the 
gap between the M48 boltb and the bolt clearance holes. Therefore, no shear load will be imparted to the 
bolts from the cask body. Further, there are no other loads resulting from side puncture at the bolts. Thus, 
no significant loads are im~arted to the primary and secondary closure lid bolts during a side puncture 
event. 

7.1.2.6 External Pressur 
Loads in the primary and ~econdary closure lid bolts due to external pressure are evaluated using the 
formulas for evaluating bOlt forces/moments in NUREG/CR-6007 Table 4.3. 

7.1 .2.6.1 Primary Lid Bo Is 
The pressure outside the cask, Pro, in the case of immersion is assumed to be 350 kPa (TH-0102). The 
pressure inside the cask, Ru, is conservatively taken to be 0 kPa. 

The axial force per bolt , ue to external pressure is: 

7t x D~g X {P
'1 
-p,J 

4xNb 
Fo = 
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where, 

D'g = Outside Seal Diameter 
= 1835 mm (Ref 3.2) 

Nb = Number of Bolts 
= 32 (Ref 3.2) 

Thus, 

Fa = 
1t X 1.8352 

X (0 - 350) 
4x32 

= -28.9 kN/bolt 

Since this force is negative (inward acting), the actual resulting bolt force is Fa = 0 because the 
applied load is supported by the cask wall and not by the bolts. 

The fixed edge closure lid force is: 

Ff 

where, 
Dlb 

Thus, 

Ff 

The fixed edge closure lid moment is: 

The shear bolt force per bolt is: 

All terms are as previously defined. 

Thus, 

Mf 

= 

= 
= 

= 
= 

= 

= 
= 

= 

D'b X (pu - ~o) 
4 

Bolt Circle Diameter 
1920 mm 

1.920x (0-350) 
4 

-168.0 kN/m 

(pli - P1o)x D~b 
32 

(0 - 350)x 1.9202 

32 
-40.3 kN-m/m 

1t X EI X t, X (P1i - P1o)x D~b 
2 x N b X Ec x tc x (1 - Nul) 

(Ref 3.2) 

7tX 195200xO.210x(0-350)x 1.92<Y 

2 x 32 x 195200x 0.065x (1- 0.31) 
-296.5 kN/bolt 
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The maximum gap betwken the lid and cask body is less than the minimum gap between the bolt 
clearance holes and bOltishank (see Section 7.1.2.1.1). Thus. the RT-100 primary lid bolts will not be 
subjected to any shear loads. Therefore. 

F, ~ 0.0 kN/bolt. 

7.1 .2.6.2 Secondary Lid Bolts 
The pressure outside th~ cask. Pia, in the case of immersion is assumed to be 350 kPa (TH-0102) . The 
pressure inside the cask) PIi , is conservatively taken to be 0 kPa. 

The ax ial force per bolt duJ to external pressure is: 

F, = 
1t X D~" x (P,; - p,J 

4xNb 

Since this force is negative inward acti ng), the actual result ing bolt force is Fa = 0 because the load is supported by 
the cask wall and not by the bo lts. 
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F, = 
1I X EI X t l X (PH - PIJ X D~b 
2 X Nb X E, X t, x (1- N,,J 

All tenns are as previously defined. Thus, 

F, = 
1I X 195200x 0.11 Ox (0 - 350) X 0.926' 

2 x 18 x 195200x 0.065x (1-0.31) 

= -64.2 kNlbolt 

.. 
The maximum gap between the hd and cask body IS less than the minimum gap between the bolt 
clearance holes and bOlt ishank (see Section 7.1.2.1.2). Thus, the RT-100 secondary lid bolts will not be 
subjected to any shear IOlads. Therefore, 

F, = 0.0 kNlbolt. 

7.1.2.7 Gasket Seating Load 
A small closure force is r~quired to maintain a positive seal between the cask lid and the cask body. 
However, this closure forCe is much less than the minimum preloads provided for the closure bolts at the 
primary and secondary lias. Therefore, the gasket seat ing toad is negligible, and F, = O. 

7.1.3 Load combinatioJs 
The loadings in Sectiort 7. 1.2 are comb ined to form load cases for the closure bolt analysis per 
NUREG/CR-6007. Thb corresponding bo lt stresses are obtained and compared to the criteria 
defined in Section 2.1.d. 2. A summary of the loads on the bolts for the primary and secondary lids 
under the normal conditidns of transport and the hypothetical accident condit ions is presented in Tables 
7.1 .3-1 and 7.1.3-2, respectively. 

I T bl 7 I 3 I P' a e .. - nmary I o t oa ummary L'd B I L d S 
Non-Prying 

Torsional Prying Prying 

Load Case Applied Load Tensile MomentMt 
Force Moment 

Force Ft F, M, 
(kNlbott) (kN-mlbott) (kNlm) (kN-mlm) 

R~sidual I Minimum 52.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Preload Tbrque I Maximum 130.6 0.5 0.0 0.0 
Gasket S~ating Load 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Internal 250 kNlm' (35 psi) 20.7 00 120.0 28.8 
Pressure pr~ssure 
Thermal 1100 C 596.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Puncture Drpp on 15 cm 285.6 2.4 1515.2 727.3 
diameter pin 

External 35
1
0 kPa pressure 0.0 0.0 -168.0 -40.3 

Pressure 
Free Drop Drpp from 9 m height 628.9 2.6 3336.4 800.7 
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Table 7.1.3-2: S econdary Lid Bolt Load Summary 
Non- Prying Prying Torsional Prying 

Load Case Applied Load Tensile MomentMt Force F, Moment 

Force Ft (kN-m/bolt) (kN/m) M, 

(kN/bolt) (kN-m/m) 

Preload 
Residual' I Minimum 29.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 
Torque I Maximum 72.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Gasket Seating L~ad 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Internal 250 kN/m2 (35 psi) 
6.8 0.0 57.9 6.7 

Pressure pressure 

Thermal 150°C 335.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Puncture 
Drop on 15 cm diameter 237.7 0.6 456.7 105.7 
pin 

External 350 kPa pressure 0.0 0.0 -81.0 -9.4 
Pressure 

Free Drop 
Drop from 9 m height 266.0 1.0 1646.1 190.5 

7.1.3.1 Primary Lid Closure Bolt Evaluation under Normal Conditions of Transport 
The maximum tension, shear and bolt bearing loads in the primary lid bolts due to the combined NCT 
loads will be evaluated in accordance with NUREG/CR-6007, with due consideration given to the prying 
effects on the fixed lid. Sirce the prying forces act inward, normal to the cask lid, an additional prying 
force is generated (NUREG 6007). For the NCT condition, the controlling load case is the summation of 
the bolt preload, the internal pressure load and the thermal expansion load. The maximum bolt tension 
load (Ft), shear load (Fs) and torsional moment (Mt) for the primary lid bolts are (see Table 7.1.3-1): 

Ft = Fp + Fap + Fatp 

Fs = Fsp + Fst 

Mt = Mpt + Mat + Mst 

where, 
Fp = Maximum Bolt Preload 

= 130.6 kNlbolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Fap = Bolt Internal Pressure Load 

= 20.7 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Fatp = Bolt Temperature Load 

= 0.5 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Fsp = Bolt Internal Pressure Shear Load 

= 0.0 kNI bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Fst = Bolt Temperature Shear Load 

= 0.0 kNlbolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Mpt = Maximum Bolt Preload Torsional Moment 

= 0.5 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Mat = Bolt Internal Pressure Torsional Moment 

= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
M st = Bolt Temperature Torsional Moment 

, 
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= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1 ) 
Thus, 

Ft = Fp + Fap + F01P 

= 130.6 + 20.7 + 596.2 
= 747.5 kN/bolt 

F, = Fsp + F~ 

= 0.0+0.0 
= 0.0 kN/bolt 

Mt = Mpt + Mm + Ms, 

= 0.5+0.0+0.0 
= 0.5 kN-mibolt 

-Conservatively, the fixed redge closure lid prying IS taken from the external pressure load case. ThiS 
accident load case bounms all normal conditions and provides a conservative result. The additional 
tensile bolt force per bolt l Ft" caused by the prying action of the primary lid is (NUREG/CR-6007 Table 
2.1 ): 

where, 

F" = ( n ~ ~'b)x -O-",;---O--"'b'-----=C-:-I +--::C
C

-:-
2 
-----

[ 

2xMr CIX(B-Frl-C2X(B-Pl] 

F, = 
= 

M, = 
= 

Fixed Edge Closure Force 
-168.0 kN/m 
Fixed Edge Closure Moment 
-40.3 kN-m/m 

(Table 7.1.3-1) 

(Table 7.1.3-1) 

Other terms are as previously defined. 

Thus, 

F =(nXI.920) 
'p 32 

x 2.016 - 1.920 
[ ,,·403 

= -1 8.3 kN/bolt 

1 x (692.9 - -168 .ol- 3.49 x (692.9 - 692.9 l] 

1+3.49 

Since this bolt load is less than the load generated by the minimum bolt preload (130.6 kN > -18.3 kN) , the prying 
force generated by the external pressure is not critical with respect to bolt stress and will not result in the loss of 
lid closure seal. 
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The total tension force, F , is: 

Fa = F! + F1p 

= 1747.5 1+1-18.3 1 
= 765.8 kN/bolt 

The maximum bending IT oment generated by the applied loads, Moo. is: 

=(1t XDlb) X( Kb )XMf 
Nb Kb+KI 

All terms are as previousl defined. Thus, 

=(1tXDlb)X( Kb )XMf 
Nb Kb+ KI 

= x x - 403 (
1tX I.920 ) ( 4. 155 ) 

32 4.155 + 235.0 . 
= -0.13 kN-m 

The average bolt stresses from the combined NCT loads are determined in accordance with Table 5. 1 of 
NUREG/CR-6007. The b It stress diameter, D, is: 

D = Db -0.9382 x p 

where, 
p = Bolt Pitch 

= 5.0mm (Machinery Handbook) 
Thus. 

D = Db - 0.9382 x P 

= 0.048-0.9382x 0.0050 
= 0.043 m 

The average tensile stress Sba, average shear stress, Sbs, maximum bending stress, Sbb. and 
maximum torsional stress, Sbt, are: 

1.2732xFa 
Sba = D' 

1.2732 x 765.8 1 MPa 
= x 

0.043 ' 1000 k~ m' 
= 527.3 MPa 

1.2732xFs 
Sbs = D' 
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1.2732 x 0.0 I MPa 
= x 

0.043 ' 1000 k~ m' 
= 0.0 MPa 

Sbb = 
10.186 x M bb 

D' b 

10.186 x -0.13 IMPa 
= x 

0.048 ' 1000 k~ m' 
= -12.2 MPa 

Sbt = 
5.093 x M, 

D' b 

5.093 x O.5 I MPa 
= x 

0.048 ' 1000 k~ m' 
= 21 .6 MPa 

The allowable stresses fa the bolts are: 

0" = Allowable Tensile Stress 

= 0.7 x S" 

0" = Allowable Shear Stress 

= 0.42 x S" 

° ba = Allowable Bending Stress 

= 1.5 xS
ulII 

where. 
Su = Primary Bolt Ultimate Stress 

(SA 354 Grade BD per Table 2) 
= 1034.2 MPa at 20' C (Table 1) 

Smo = Primary Bolt Membrane Stress 
(SA 354 Grade BD per Table 2) 

= 434.4 MPa at 20' C (Table 1) 
Thus. 

0" = 0.7 x S" 

= 0.7x l034.2 
= 723.9 MPa 

0,. = 0.42 x S" 

= 0.42x 1034.2 
= 434.4 MPa 

0" = 1.5xSmll 

= 1.5 x 434.4 
= 651 .6 MPa 
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The maximum interactio ratio for the combined shear and tension loads is therefore: 

I.R. = (Sba )' + ( Sbs )' 
ala a sa 

= (527.3)2 (0.0)2 
723.9 + 434.4 

= 0.5306 

The minimum factor of safety IS . 

1 
FS = 

I.R. 
1 

= 
0.5306 

= 1.88 > 1.0 

The maximum interaction ratio for the bending load is therefore: 

I.R. = (Sbb J' 
cr ba 

(_12.2)2 = 
65 1.6 

= 0.00035 

The minimum factor of s fety is: 

FS = 
I.R. 

I 
= 

0.00035 

= 2869.1>1 .0 

The maximum stress inte sity in the primary tid bolts under the combined loads. Sbi. is: 

= 

~(Sba+Sbb)' + 4 x (Sbs+Sbt)' 

~(527.3+ -12.2)' +4x(0.0+2 1.6)' 

= 516.9 MPa 

The primary lid closure bolts utilize a custom washer for the bolts with an outer diameter. dow. of 130 mm 
and a hole diameter. doh. 6f 52 mm. Therefore. the bearing stress under the bolt head. Sbrg. is: 

Fa 
Sbrg = 
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where, 
Abrg = Bolt Bearing Area 

= 7t ~2 2) '4X dow-dOh 

= 7t x(0.13<f -0.0522
) 

4 
= 0.0111 m2 

Thus, 

Sbrg = 765.8 IMPa 
x 

1000 k~ 0.0111 
m2 

= 69.0 MPa 

The allowable normal condition bearing stress on the lid is taken to be the yield stress of the lid material 
at 250 °C. The maximum interaction ratio for the bearing load is therefore: 

I.R. 
Sbrg 

= 
SYI 

where, 
Syl = Primary Lid Material Yield Stress, 

(SA 240 TYPE 304L per Table 2) 
= 114.4 MPa at 2500 C (Table 1) 

Thus, 

I.R. = 
Sbrg 

SYI 
69.0 

= 
114.4 

= 0.603 

The minimum factor of safety is: 

1 
FS = -

I.R. 
I 

= 
0.603 

= 1.66> 1.0 

Because the cask material is weaker than the bolting material, failure will occur at the root of the cask 
material threads. The minimum required thread engagement length to prevent cask material failure is 
determined in accordance with Reference Machinery Handbook. Since the constants in the equation 
assume customary units, the metric units used for the cask design will be converted for determination of 
the required engagement length. Thus, the minimum engagement length, Le, for the cask is: 
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La = 
Sui X1tX nx Dsmin x[_I_+0.57735X (Dsmin -Enmax)~ '2xn ,. J 

where. 
SUb = Primary Bolt External Thread Tensile Strength 

(SA 354 Grade BD per Table 2) 
= 150.000 psi (1.034.2 MPa) at 20° C (Table 1) 

Sui = Cask Internal Thread Tensile Strength 
(SA 240 TYPE 304L per Table 2) 

= 70.000 psi (482.6 MPa) at 20° C (Table 1) 
Ab = Stress Area of Primary Bolt External Threads 

= 2.28 in2 (1470 mm2
) (Machinery) 

p = Bolt Pitch 
= 0.197 in (5.0 mm) (Machinery) 

n = Number of Threads per Inch 
I 

= -
p 

Ds,min = Minimum Major Bolt Diameter 
= 1.866 in (47.399 mm) (ASME B1.13M) 

En•max = Maximum Pitch Diameter of Internal Thread 
= 1.866 in (47.399 mm) (ASME B1.13M) 

Lep = Provided Engagement Length 
= 73.0 mm (3.2) 

Thus. 

n = 
p 

1 
= 

0.197 
= 5.08 threads/in 

and 

Le = 
Sui X 1tX n x Ds min X [_1_ + 0.57735x (Ds min - En max)l . 2xn ,. J 

150000x 2 x 2.28 

= 
70000x 1t X 5.08x 1.866x [ 1 + 0.57735x (1.866-1. 705)1 

2x5.08 J 
25.4mm 

x---
in 

= 43.5 mm < Lep = 73.0 mm 

Therefore. the primary closure lid bolts are acceptable for the normal conditions of transport. 
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I 
7.1.3.2 Secondary Lid Cl:losure Bolt Evaluation under Normal Conditions of Transport 
The maximum tension . ~hear and bolt bearing loads in the secondary lid bolts due to the combined NCT 
loads will be evaluated i ~ accordance with NUREG/CR-6007, with due consideration given to the prying 
effects on the fixed lid . ~ince the prying forces act inward, normal to the cask lid, an additional prying 
force is generated (NUREG 6007) . For the NCT condition , the controlling load case is the summation of 
the bolt preload, the inteinal pressure load and the thermal expansion load. The maximum bolt tension 
load (F,), shear load (F, ) nd torsional moment (M,) for the primary lid bolts are (see Table 7.1.3-2) : 

F, = Fp + Fas + FlI1s 

F, = Fss + F ass 
M, = Mpt + Milt + MS! 

where, 
Fp = Maximum Bolt Preload 

= 72.2 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

F" = Bolt Internal Pressure Load 
= 6.8 kN/bolt (Table 7.1 .3-2) 

Fals = Bolt Temperature Load 
= 0.3 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

F" = Bolt Internal Pressure Shear Load 
= 0.0 kNI bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

Fa!s = Bolt Temperature Shear Load 
= 0.0 kN/bolt (Table 7.1 .3-2) 

Mpi = Maximum Bolt Preload Torsional Moment 
= 0.2 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

Mol = Bolt Internal Pressure Torsional Moment 
= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

Mol = Bolt Temperature Torsional Moment 
= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1 .3-2) 

Thus, 
F, = Fp + Fap + F Ull) 

= 72.2 + 6.8 + 335.4 
= 414.4 kN/bolt 

F, = F,p + F. 

= 0.0+0.0 
= 0.0 kN/bolt 

M, = M pi + Ma! + Msc 

= 0.2+0.0+0.0 
= 0.2 kN-m/bolt 

Conservatively, the fixed-edge closure lid prying is taken from the external pressure load case. This 
accident load case bounds all normal conditions and provides a conservative resu lt. The additional 
tensile bolt force per bolt, . Ip, caused by the prying action of the secondary lid is (NUREG/CR-6007 Table 
2.1): 
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F,p =(rr~~ 'b ) x O ,, -O'b 

[ 2, M, Cl, (8 - F, )- C2 ' (8 - p) 1 
C I + C2 

where. 
F, = Fixed Edge Closure Force 

= -81 .0 kN/m (Table 7.1.3-2) 
M, = Fixed Edge Closure Moment 

= -9.4 kN-m/m (Table 7.1.3-2) 

Other terms are as previously defined. 

Thus. 

F =(rr x o.926) 
'p 18 

x 0.754 - 0.926 [ "-94 I x (446.7 - - SI.O )-I.SO x (446.7 - 446.7)] 

1+ I.S0 

= -24.5 kN/bolt 

Since this bolt load is less han the load generated by the minimum bolt preload (72.2 kN > -24.5 kN). the prying 
force generated by the ext~rnal pressure is not critical with respect to bolt stress and will not result in the loss of 
lid closure seal. 

The total tension force. Fa. is: 

Fa = F, +F,p 

= 1414.41+1- 24.51 
= 438.9 kN/bolt 

The maximum bending mo ent generated by the applied loads, Mbb• is: 

M = (rrxDlbJ X( Kb ) XMf 
bb N b Kb+Kl 

All terms are as previously efined. Thus. 

=(nXDIbJ X ( Kb ) XMf 
N b Kb + K l 

=( rr x o.926) x ( 2.39 )X-9.4 
IS 2.39 + 71.3 

= -0 .05 kN-m 
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The avera e bolt stressl s from the combined NCT loads are determined in accordance with Table 5. 1 of g , 
NUREG/CR-6007 . The olt stress diameter. D. is: 

D = Db -0.9382 x P 
where. 

p = Bolt Pitch 
= 4.0mm (Machinery Handbook) 

Thus. 

D = Db -0.9382 x P 

= 0.036-0.9382x 0.0040 
= 0.032 m 

The average tensile stress, Sba. average shear stress, Sbs. maximum bending stress. Sbb, and 
maximum torsional stres~ , Sbt, are: 

1.2732xFa 
Sba = D' 

1.2732 x 438.9 I MPa 
= x 

0.032 ' 1000 k~ 
m ' 

= 545.7 MPa 

1.2732x Fs 
Sbs = D' 

1.2732 x 0.0 I MPa 
= x 

0.032 ' 1000 k%, 
= 0.0 MPa 

Sbb = 
10.186 x Mbb 

0 ' 
b 

10.186 x -0.05 I MPa 
= x 

0.036 ' 1000 k%, 
= -10.7 MPa 

Sbt = 
5.093 x M, 

0 ' 
b 

5.093 x 0.2 I MPa 
= x 

0.036 ' 1000 k~ 
m ' 

= 21.3 MPa 
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The allowable stresses fJ r the bolts are as previously defined. The maximum interaction ratio for the 
combined shear and tension loads is therefore: 

The minimum factor of sa ety is: 

I.R. = 

FS = 

= 

(
Sba )' +(SbS)' 
a I;}. G sa 

(
545 .7)2 ( 0.0)2 
723.9 + 434.4 

0.568 

1 

I.R. 
1 

0.568 
= 1.76>1 .0 

The maximum interaction atio for the bending load is therefore: 

I.R. = 

The minimum factor of safety is: 

FS = 

= 
= 

(~~ )' 
(

_10.7)' 
651.6 

0.00027 

I.R. 
1 

0.00027 
3685.3 > 1.0 

The maximum stress intensity in the primary lid bolts under the combined loads. Sbi. is: 

~(Sba +Sbb)' +4 x (Sbs+ Sbt)' 

~(545 .7 + - I 0.7)' + 4 x (0.0 + 21.3)' 
= 123.9 MPa 
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The primary lid closure dolts util ize a custom washer for the bolts with an outer diameter, dow, of 90 mm 
and a hole diameter, dOh I of 40 mm. Therefore, the bearing stress under the bolt head, Sbrg, is: 

The allowable normal condition bearing stress on the lid is taken to be the yield stress of the lid material 
at 250 "C. The maximum interaction ratio for the bearing load is therefore: 

I.R. 
Sbrg 

= 
SYI 

All terms are as previously, defined. 

Thus, 

I.R. 
Sbrg 

= 
Syl 
86. 1 

= 
114.4 

= 0.753 

The minimum factor of saf ty is: 

1 
FS = -

I.R. 
1 

= 
0.753 

= 1.33 > 1.0 

Because the cask material is weaker than the bolting material, fai lure will occur at the root of the cask 
material threads. The mini,tr,um required thread engagement length to prevent cask material failure is 
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I determined In accordance with Reference Machinery Handbook. Since the constants In the equation 
assume customary units,!the metric units used for the cask design will be converted for determination of 
the required engagement length. Thus, the minimum engagement length , Le , for the cask is: 

S", X 7t X n x Ds.m,,, x[_ I- + 0.57735 x (Ds m'o - Eo m,, )] 2 x n .. 

Stress Area of Primary Bolt External Threads 
1.27 in' (817 mm' ) (Machinery) 
Bolt Pitch 
0.157 in (4.0 mm) (Machinery) 
Number of Threads per Inch 
I 

p 
Minimum Major Bolt Diameter 
1.396 in (35.465 mm) (ASME B1 .13M) 
Maximum Pitch Diameter of Internal Thread 
1.270 in (32.270 mm) (ASME B1 .13M) 
Provided Engagement Length 
46.0 mm (3.2) 

All other terms are as previously defined. Thus, 

and 

n = 
p 

0.1 57 
= 6.35 threads/in 

S", x1t x nx Dsm'" x[_ I_ +0. 57735 X(Dsm,o - Eo",,, )] . 2x n .. 

150000x 2 x 1.27 

70000X1t X6.35 XI.396 X[ 1 + 0.57735x (1.396-1.270)] 
2 x 6.35 

25.4mm 
x--,----

In 

= 32.7 mm < Lep = 46.0 mm 

Therefore, the secondary c osure lid bolts are acceptable for the normal conditions of transport. 
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7.1.3.3 Primary Lid clol re Bolt Evaluation under Hypothetical Accident Conditions 
The maximum tension, shear and bolt bearing loads in the primary lid bolts due to the combined HAC 
loads will be evaluated in !accordance with NUREG/CR-6007, with due consideration given to the prying 
effects on the fixed lid . Since the prying forces act inward, normal to the cask lid, an additional prying 
force is generated (NUR6G 6007). For the HAC condition, the controlling load case is the summation of 
the bolt preload, the inte r~ al pressure load and the end drop load. Since the interna l pressure load will 
act counter to the drop load, the internal pressure load will be considered as negative for determination of 
the maximum bolt tension1load. The maximum bolt tension load (F,), shear load (F,) and torsional 
moment (M,) for the prima' lid bolts are (see Table 7.1.3-2): 

F, = Fp - F,p + F,d 

F, = F,p+ Fsd 

M, = Mpi + Mat + M dt 

where, 
Fp = Maximum Bolt Preload 

= 130.6 kNlbolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
F,p = Bolt Internal Pressure Load 

= 20.7 kN/bolt (Table 7.1 .3-1) 
F,d = Bolt End Drop Load 

= 628.9 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1 ) 
F,p = Bolt Internal Pressure Shear Load 

= 0.0 kNI bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
F,d = Bolt End Drop Shear Load 

= 0.0 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1 ) 
Mp, = Maximum Bolt Preload Torsional Moment 

= 0.5 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Mol = Bolt Internal Pressure Torsional Moment 

= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Md, = Bolt End Drop Torsional Moment 

= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-1) 
Thus, 

F, = Fp - F,p + F,d 

= \30.6-20.7+628.9 
= 738.8 kN/bolt 

F, = F,p+F", 

= 0.0+0.0 
= 0.0 kN/bolt 

M, = M ~+ M ,,+ M d' 

= 0.5+0.0 +0.0 
= 0.5 kN-m/bolt 

Conservatively, the fixed-ed e closure lid prying is taken from the end drop load case. The additional 
tensile bolt force per bolt, F, , caused by the prying action of the primary lid is (NUREG/CR-6007 Table 
2.1): 
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2x Mr 
CI x (B- Fr)-C2 x (B- p) 

rr x D'b D,; -D'b F = x 
'R ( N. ) [ CI +C2 

1 
where, 

F, 

M, 

= 
= 
= 
= 

Fixed Edge Closure Force 
3336.4 kN/m 
Fixed Edge Closure Momenl 
800.7 kN-m/m 

Other terms are as previ usly defined. 

Thus, 

F =(rr XI.920) 
'P 32 

(Table 7.1.3-1) 

(Table 7.1.3-1) 

[ 

2 x 800.7 _I x (3336.4 _ 3336.4)- 3.49 x (3336.4 - 692 '9)j 
x 2.016-1.920 

1+3.49 

= 31 3.7 kN/bolt 

This bolt load is greaterth n the load generated by the minimum bolt preload (130.6 kN < 313.7 kN). However, 
the drop load is an inward lload, which will press the closure lid against the sealing gasket. The prying force 
generated by the drop loao will therefore not result in the loss of lid closure seal. The outward load of the internal 
pressure has already bee ' evaluated in Section 7.1.3.1 and found to be acceptable. All other accident loads are 
acceptable by comparison 

The total tension force, F" is: 

Fa = F, + F,p 

= 738.8+313.7 
= 1052.5 kN/bolt 

The maximum bending mo ent generated by the applied loads, Mbb , is: 

=(rr XD'b)X ( Kb )X Mf 
Nb Kb+ KI 

All terms are as previously efined. Thus, 
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= 2.6 kN-m 

The average bolt stresses from the combined HAC loads are determined In accordance with Table 5.1 of 
NUREG/CR-6007. The bolt stress diameter is as defined previously. The average tensile stress, Sba, 
average shear stress, S~s, maximum bending stress, Sbb, and maximum torsional stress, Sbt, are: 

1.2732x Fa 
Sba = D2 

1.2732 x 1052.5 I MPa = x 
0.043 ' 1000 kYn 

m ' 
= 714.5 MPa 

1.2732xFs 
Sbs = D2 

1.2732 x 0.0 I MPa = x 
0.043 ' 1000 kYn m' 

= 0.0 MPa 

Sbb = 10.186 x Mbb 
oj 

b 

10.186 x 2.6 IMPa = x 
0.048 J 1000 kYn m' 

= 241.6MPa 

Sbt = 5.093 x M , 
oj 

b 
5.093 x 0.5 IMPa = x 

0.048 3 
1000 k%, 

= 21 .6 MPa 

The allowable stresses for he bolts are as previously defined. The maximum interaction ratio for the 
combined shear and tension loads is therefore: 

I.R. = 

= 

= 

(Sba)' +(SbS)' 
ala O' sa 

(714.5)2 (0.0)2 
723 .9 + 434.4 

0.97 
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The minimum factor of s Ifety is: 

I 
FS = -

l.R. 
I 

= --
0.97 

= 1.03> 1.0 

The maximum interaction ratio for the bending load is therefore: 

I.R. = 

= 

= 

The minimum factor of sa ety is: 

FS = 

= 
= 

(
241.6)' 
651.6 

0.14 

1.R. 

0.14 
7.27> 1.0 
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The primary lid closure bol s utilize a custom washer for the bolts with an outer d iameter, dow, of 130 mm 
and a hole diameter, doh, 0 52 mm. Therefore, the bearing stress under the bolt head, Sbrg, is: 

Sbrg = 

All terms are as previously efined . 

Thus, 

Sbrg = 

= 

Fa 

1052.5 I MPa 
x 

0.0111 1000 k% , 

94.4 MPa 

The allowable normal cond tion bearing stress on the lid is taken to be the yield stress of the lid material 
at 250 "C. The maximum irnteraction ratio for the bearing load is therefore: 

I.R. = 

All terms are as previously eefined. Thus, 

Sbrg 

S yl 
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I.R. 
Sbrg 

= 
SYI 
94.4 

= - -
114.4 

= 0.83 

The minimum factor of safety is: 

FS = 
I.R. 

= 
0.83 

= 1.21>1 .0 

Because the cask materia is weaker than the bolting material. failure will occur at the root of the cask 
material threads. The min mum required thread engagement length to prevent cask material failure is 
determined in accordance ith Machinery Handbook. Since the constants in the equation assume 
customary units, the metriC; units used for the cask design will be converted for determination of the 
requ ired engagement length. Thus , the minimum engagement length, L" for the cask is: 

All terms are as previously defined. 

Thus, 

S", X 1t X n x 0,.",;" x[_ I_ +0.S773S X (0, ,,,;,, -E,,,,,J] 2 x n .. 

S,," x 2 x Ab 

S", X 1t x n x 0 ,,,,;,, x[_ I- +0.S773S x (0, "';, - E, m,, )] . 2 x n .. 

ISOOOO x 2x 2.28 

70000X1t XS.08 XI.866 X[ I +0.S773Sx (1.866-1.70S)] 
2 xS.08 

2S.4mm 
x --:-

In 

= 43.5 mm < L,p = 73.0 mm 

Therefore, the primary clos re lid bolts are acceptable for the hypothetical accident conditions. 

7.1.3 .4 Secondary Lid Clo ure Bolt Evaluation under Hypothetical Accident Conditions 
The maximum tension. she~r and bolt bearing loads in the secondary lid bolts due to the combined HAC 
loads will be evaluated in aCcordance with NUREG/CR-6007, with due consideration given to the prying 
effects on the fixed lid . Sint e the prying forces act inward. normal to the cask lid , an additional prying 
force is generated (NUREG' 6007). For the HAC condit ion , the controll ing load case is the summation of 
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the bolt preload, the Inte\nal pressure load and the end drop load. Since the Internal pressure load will 
act counter to the drop lo,ad , the internal pressure load will be considered as negative for determination of 
the maximum bolt tensio load. The maximum bolt tension load (F,) , shear load (F, ) and torsional 
moment (M,) for the primary lid bolts are (see Table 7.1.3-2): 

F, = Fp - Fils + Fad 

F, = Fss + Fsd 

M, = Mpi + Mat + M dt 

where, 
F, = Maximum Bolt Preload 

= 72.2 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 
F" = Bolt Internal Pressure Load 

= 6.8 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 
F" = Bolt End Drop Load 

= 507.8 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 
F" = Bolt Internal Pressure Shear Load 

= 0.0 kNI bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 
F", = Bolt End Drop Shear Load 

= 0.0 kN/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

M" = Maximum Bolt Preload Torsional Moment 
= 0.2 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

Mol = Bolt Internal Pressure Torsional Moment 
= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1 .3-2) 

Mdt = Bolt End Drop Torsional Moment 
= 0.0 kN-m/bolt (Table 7.1.3-2) 

Thus, 
F, = Fp - Fns + Fad 

= 72.2-6.8+277.6 
= 343.0 kNlbolt 

F, = F" + F", 

= 0.0 +0.0 
= 0.0 kN/bolt 

M, = Mpi + Mat + Mdt 

= 0.2+0.0+0.0 
= 0.2 kN-m/bolt 

Conservatively, the fixed-e~ge closure lid prying IS taken from the end drop load case. The additional 
tenSile bolt force per bolt, JFi'" caused by the prying action of the primary lid is (NUREG/CR-6007 Table 
2.1): 

[ 

2xMr CIX(S-Fr)-C2 X(S-P)] 
F,,_ (1I~~'b} D,,-D

,
" CI+C2 

where , 
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F, = Fixed Edge Closure Force 
= 1717.6 kN/m (Table 7.1.3-2) 

M, = Fixed Edge Closure Moment 
= 198.8 kN-m/m (Table 7.1.3-2) 

Other terms are as previo sly defined. 

Thus. 

F =(1t XO.926) 
'P 18 

[ "198.' 1 , (1717.6-1717.6)-1.80 , (1717.6- 446.7) 1 
x 1.000-0.926 

1+1.80 . 

= 178.0 kN/bolt 

.. 
This bolt load IS greater than the load generated by the minimum bolt preload (130.6 kN < 178.0 kN). However. 
the drop load is an inward oad, which will press the closure lid against the sealing gasket. The prying force 
generated by the drop loa will therefore not result in the loss of lid closure seal. The outward load of the internal 
pressure has already been evaluated in Section 7.1.3.2 and found to be acceptable. All other accident loads are 
acceptable by comparison. 

The total tension force, Fa, s: 

F, + F" 

= 343.0 + 178.0 
= 521 .0 kN/bolt 

The maximum bending mo ent generated by the applied loads, Mbb, is : 

=(1tXDlb)X( Kb )XMf 
Nb Kb+K1 

All terms are as previously , efined. Thus, 

=(1t XDlb)X ( Kb )XMf 
Nb Kb+ KI 

= (1t X 0.926) x( 2.39 ) x 198.8 
18 2.39 + 71.3 

= 1.0 kN-m 

The average bolt stresses from the combined HAC loads are determined in accordance with Table 5.1 of 
NUREG/CR-6007. The bolt!stress diameter is as defined previously. The average tensile stress, Sba, 
average shear stress, Sbs, aximum bending stress, Sbb, and maximum torsional stress, Sbt, are: 
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1.2732>< Fa 
Sba = D 2 

1.2732 x 521 .0 I MPa = x 
0.032 ' 1000 k~ 

rn ' 
= 637.9 MPa 

1.2732>< Fs 
Sbs = D 2 

1.2732 x 0.0 I MPa = x 
0.032 ' 1000 k~ rn ' 

= 0.0 MPa 

Sbb = 10.186 x M bb 

D' b 

10.186 x 1.0 IMPa = x 
0.036 ' 1000 k~ 

rn ' 
= 241.6MPa 

Sbt = 5.093 x M , 

D' b 

5.093 x O.2 IMPa = x 
0.036 3 

1000 k~ 
rn ' 

= 21 .3 MPa 

The allowable slresses for Ihe bolts are as previously defined. The maximum interaction ratio for the 
combined shear and tensio

l 
loads is therefore: 

The minimum factor of safe y is: 

I.R. = 

= 

= 

FS = 

= 

(Sba)' +(SbS )' 
a ua Gsa 

(
637.9)2 ( 0 .0 )2 
723.9 + 434.4 

0.78 

I.R. 
1 

0.78 
= 1.29> 1.0 
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The maximum interaction ratio for the bending load is therefore: 

I.R. = (~~r 
= e27

.
5
)' 

65 1.6 
= 0.12 

. . 
The minimum factor of safety IS . 

1 
FS = -

I.R. 
1 

= 
0.12 

= 8.20> 1.0 

The primary lid closure bol s utilize a custom washer for the bolts with an outer diameter, dow, of 90 mm 
and a hole diameter, dOh, 0 40 mm. Therefore, the bearing stress under the bol t head, Sbrg, is: 

Sbrg = 

All terms are as previously defined. Thus, 

Sbrg = 

Fa 

52 1.0 1 MPa 
x ---;-:-.,-..,.-

0.0051 1000 kN I 
1 m' 

= 102.1 MPa 

The allowable normal condition bearing stress on the lid is taken to be the yield stress of the lid material 
at 250 ·C. The maximum i teraction ratio for the bearing load is therefore: 

I.R. 
Sbrg 

= 
Syl 

All terms are as previously defined. 

Thus, 

I.R. 
Sbrg 

= 
SYI 

102.1 
= 

114.4 
= 0.89 
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The minimum factor of sa ety is: 

1 
FS = -

I.R. 
1 

= - -
0.89 

= 1.12 > 1.0 

Because the cask materia is weaker than the boltin material, failure will occur at the root of the cask g 
material threads. The minimum required thread engagement length to prevent cask material failure is 
determined in accordanceiwith Reference Machinery Handbook. Since the constants in the equation 
assume customary units , the metric units used for the cask design will be converted for determination of 
the required engagement length. Thus , the minimum engagement length, Le , for the cask is : 

S", X 1t X n x Os m', x [_ 1_ +0.57735 x (Os m', - E, m,, )] . 2 x n .. . 

All terms are as previousl defined. Thus, 

S"" x 2 xAb 

S", x 1t x n x Dsm', x [ _ I_+ 0.57735X (Dsm'" - E,m,, )] . 2 x n . , I, 

150000x 2 x 1.27 

= 
70000x 1t x 6.35 x 1.396x [ 1 + 0.57735x (1.396-1.270)] 

2 x6.35 

25.4mm 
x---

10 

= 32.7 mm < Lep = 46.0 mm 

Therefore, the secondary C osure lid bolts are acceptable for the hypothetical accident conditions . 
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7.1.4 Seal Integrity I 
The maximum stress analyses in the previous sections are based on criteria for the accident conditions 
intended to prevent failureS by excessive plastic deformation or by the rupture of the bolt. Using the yield 
stress as the stress limit fO \ average tensile bolt stress implies that a small amount (0.02%) of plastic 
deformation is permitted (Rr f. 3.5). The following calculations show that the o-rings will continue to 
provide positive sealing of tne closure lids even with this small plastic deformation. 

7.1.4.1 Primary Lid Seals I 
The 0.02% bolt plastic deformation permitted in NUREG/CR-6007 (Ref. 3.5) is distributed over the 67 mm 
bolt shank dimension showr in Detail 1 of Ref. 3.2. This may result in a separation between the primary 
lid and cask flange mating surfaces of 0.0134 mm (= 67mm x 0.0002). However, the primary lid seals are 
12 +/-0.3 mm diameter EP~M rubber and the grooves for these seals are 9.4 +/- 0.15 mm deep (see Ref 
3.2). Thus, the seal is minimally compressed 2.15 mm (= (12 - 0.3) - (9.4 + 0.15)) . Considering that 
EPDM O-rings have a comr" ression set of up to 45% (Appendix 1, Figure 2) at 150 °C, the minimum 
compression in the seal is .18 mm (= 2.15 - 0.45'2.15) . Since the minimum seal compression greatly 
exceeds the separation du to possible plastic deformation, the primary lid/cask flange containment 
boundary will remain seale , following an HAC drop event. 

7.1.4.2 Secondary Lid Se Is 
The 0.02% bolt plastic defo mation permitted in NUREG/CR-6007 (Ref. 3.5) is distributed over the 43 mm 
bolt shank dimension show in Detail 1 of Ref. 3.2. This may result in a separation between the 
secondary and primary lid rpating surfaces of 0.0086 mm (= 43mm x 0.0002). However, the secondary 
seals are 12 +/-0.3 mm diarreter EPDM rubber and the grooves for these seals are 9.4 +/- 0.15 mm deep 
(see Ref 3.2). Thus, the seal is minimally compressed 2.15 mm (= (12 - 0.3) - (9.4 + 0.15)). Considering 
that EPDM O-rings have a ompression set of up to 45% (Appendix 1, Figure 2) at 150 °C, the minimum 
compression in the seal is .18 mm (= 2.15 - 0.45'2.15) . Since the minimum seal compression greatly 
exceeds the separation due to possible plastic deformation, the primary to secondary lid containment 
boundary will remain sealed following an HAC drop event. 
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7.2 Vibration I 
10 eFR 71.71 (c)(5) requires that "vibration nonnally incident to transport" be evaluated. The RT-100 package 
consists of thick sect ion m teriaIs that will be unaffected by vibration normally incident to transport, such as over 
the road vibrations. 

7.2.1 Vibrat ion Evaluation of the RT-100 Cask Primary Lid Bolts 
It is assumed that the cask ,"ill be traveling a total distance, Dl • of 1.6 t mil lion ki lometers at an average speed, V" of 
70 ki lometers/hour during its service life (NUREG 0128). Therefore, the time during which the cask is in transit is: 

t, = ~ 
V, 

1610000 3600sec 
= X 

70.0 1 hr 
= 82,800,000 seconds 

Assuming that the cask package on the conveyance has a fundamenta l frequency, F, of 2.5 Hz (NUREG 
0128), the cask will be su jected to a load cycle of: 

CL = 

= 

Fx t, 

2.5 x82800000 
= 207,000,000 cycles 

Thus, the RT-100 package may be subjected to a cycle range typically associated with high-cycle fatigue 
(> 10' cycles). The endur~nce limit of the material for the high cycle fatigue can be approximated by using 
a 60% reduction, rh, of th~ ultimate tensile strength (AISC Guide to Design Criteria for Bolted and Riveted 
Joints) with an additional 1\0% reduction, r" for the connection surface (Machinery's Handbook). Thus the 
endurance limit for the m terial is: 
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NUREG 0128 gives t ~e following RMS vibration load factors for the road travel : 

f, = Vertical Vibration Load Factor 
= 0.52 

fL = Longitudinal Vibration Load Factor 
= 0.27 

f, = Transverse Vibration Load Factor 
= 0.19 

The RT-100 package is transported in the vertical orientation. The cask lid will be subjected to vibration 
in the vertical direction.1 A notch factor, fN' of 3.0 will be used, conservatively (AISC Guide to Design 
Criteria for Bolted and Riveted Joints). The vibration stress in the bolts is: 

Since the stress in the bol ts is well below the endurance limil of the malerial, the primary lid bolts will not 
be subjected to transport tion-related faligue damage during their service life. 

The maximum shock loadir g coefficient for the three orthogonal directions is specified as 2.9 (NUREG 
0128) . The cask primary ltd will be subjected to shock loading during transport. The primary lid closure 
bolts have been shown to ~ithstand a 125 g impact load, which is much larger than Ihe 2.9W shock 
loading during transport. T\he primary lid closure bolts are therefore acceptable for shock loading by 
comparison. 

7.2.2 Vibration Evaluation of the RT-100 Cask Secondary Lid Bolts 
Per Section 7.2.1, the components of the package are into high-cycle fatigue range (> 108 cycles). The 
endurance limit of the materia l for the high cycle fatigue for the secondary lid bolts is the same as for the 
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primary lid bolts. The dask lid will be subjected to vibration in the vertical direction. A notch factor, fN, of 
3.0 will be used, conselvatively (AISC Guide to Design Criteria for Bolted and Riveted Joints). The 
vibration stress in the bblts is: 

s, = F" x f N 

A" 
where, 

Fb = Bolt Force due to Vibration 

= 
f,x WLpxg 

Nb 
Ab = Bolt Stress Area 

= 817 mm' (Machinery's Handbook) 

Wl, = Cask Lid Weight 
= 857 kg (Ref. 3.2) 

Nb = Number of Bolts 
= 18 (Ref. 3.2) 

All other quantities are a defined in Section 7.2.1. 

O.52x857x9.81 I kN 
Fb = ------x 

18 IOOON 
= 0.24 kN 

0.24 x3 .0 I MPa 
s, = x 

0.000817 1000 k% 2 

= 0.89 MPa « Sa = 372.3 MPa 

Since the stress in the bo ts is well below the endurance limit of the material, the secondary lid bolts will 
not be subjected to trans~ortation-related fatigue damage during their service life. 

The maximum shock loading coefficient for the three orthogonal directions is specified as 2.9 (NUREG 
0128) . The cask primary l id will be subjected to shock loading during transport. The secondary lid 
closure bolts have been s~ow to withstand a 125g impact load (Section 2.13.4.2 proprietary), which is 
much larger than the 2.9VY shock loading during transport. The secondary lid closure bolts are therefore 
acceptable for shock load'ng by comparison . 

The RT-100 satisfies the requirements for normal vibration incident to transport as required by 10 CFR 
71 .71 (c}(5) [Ref. 2]. 
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Figure 17 Efforts de comprQ~~on sur 1;1 circonfl!rence du 
joint 10rique s.clon Ie materiau 

B.2.3 Allcngement- compression 
Dans Ie cas d'une etancMttd r.1dla le. Ie joint totique monte 
dan$ un le gOl"gc Interne - -etancheite exteri leure" - dolt 
~ro 6tln!: sur tout Ie dl.3mctre de I" gorge. I.'allongement 
maximal au montage est do 6% pour Ius joints toriques de 
dlametre intetieur > 50 mm et de 80/. pour les Joints 
torique.s de diamel1e intcrieur < SO rnm. 
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Figure 1. Compression Force 
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For the plXposes of p~ eparlng the liftirg, tie-down and bolting analyses, consider a maximum payload weight as 15000 

Ibs (6820 kg) and a maximum total weight of 41,000 ~ (90,200 Ibs~ Thesevalues bound the sum of the max imum gross 

weight In the procure

1
lnent agreement and t he maximum cask weight of 34054 kg (74,920 Ibs) per Robatel drawirg RT-

100 PE 1001-1, Rev. 

Curt Lindner 
Lead Engineer. A~anced Analysis 

r.5 E ~ ,E~~{~, ? ,~ FEDERAL SERVICES, INC. 

clindner@enercon.com 
office: 770·497-8818 x237 
cell : 678-362-7110 
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